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CHAPTER -1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL REVIEW 
The study of interaction of heavy charged particles with matter 
and evaluation of the associated energy loss has widespread and well known 
useful application in different fields of physics such as in nuclear, atomic and 
solid state physics. Also understanding of the various interaction processes 
and evaluation of the ensuring energy loss and range when charged particles 
penetrate through matter, continue to evoke substantial research interest 
because of their vital importance to many scientific disciplines. 
In recent days, surface modification and characterization of materials 
and devices are being done using MeV heavy ion beams. Interpretation of 
such data requires realiable and precise values of stopping powers for heavy 
ions. Experimental conclusions drawn may become biased depending on the 
chosen source of stopping power values. At low energies, as a consequence 
of appreciable charge pick-up and hence a significant variation in the 
effective charge of the projectile, the evaluation of stopping powers becomes 
quite complex. 
The various energy loss formulations employ empirical / semi-
empirical relations to determine the effective charge and the accuracy to 
which stopping powers can be calculated, mainly depends on the goodness 
of fit for the given effective charge expression. 
1.1 Interaction of Heavy Charged Particles wi th 
Matter: 
There are actually two principal types of interactions by which any 
moving charged particle loses its kinetic energy while traversing in the 
medium or may deflect from its initial path. These are. 
(a) Inelastic interaction 
(b) Elastic interaction. 
The above two are further divided as follov /^s, 
(i) Inelastic collision with atomic electrons 
(ii) Inelastic collision with a nucleus 
(ill) Elastic collision with atomic electrons 
(iv) Elastic collision with a nucleus. 
In any absorbing material, a moving charged particle is slowed down 
and ultimately come to rest by the combined action of all four of these elastic 
and the inelastic processes. A particle with kinetic energy, say, 1 MeV may 
have more than 10"* individual collisions of each type. Which type of 
interaction, if any will occur, when a swift particle passes a particular atom, is 
described only by the laws of chance. From collision theory, one obtain only 
the probabilities of any particular type of collision, of any particular energy 
loss and of any particular change of direction of the motion of the incident 
particle. After the first collision these probabilities can be applied to a second 
collision, then to a third and so on. This method is very complicated, but 
some reasonable results have been obtained. 
In case of heavy charged particles, elastic interactions may not 
become more important as such, while inelastic interactions give that any 
charged particle in the absorber may loses its kinetic energy either by 
excitation or by ionization. The interactions of swift "heavy" {M»mJ 
charged particles with matter are much less complicated than the interactions 
of "light" particles (like electrons, positrons etc.) with matter. Protons, a 
particles and their near relatives (H^, H ,^ He^ ) lose most of their energy 
through ionization and excitation of the atoms in the absorber. Elastic nuclear 
scattering and bremsstrahlung type energy losses are generally negligible in 
comparison NM\\h ra'P.^xa^ion. The paih o^  \hese heavy pafoctes tend lo be 
straight, hence intervals of path-length, dS, and of range, dR, are equivalent. 
Nuclear elastic scattering becomes a significant mode of energy transfer only 
for heavy particles which are moving slowly and have a very large nuclear 
charge, such as in the case of "very heavy fission fragments". 
The interaction of heavy charged particles in matter is primarily 
governed by the long range coulomb force. In a simplistic picture, it can be 
said that since the nucleus occupies only around lO'""^ of the atomic volume, 
interaction with atomic electrons is around 10^^ times more likely than 
interactions with nucleus. The effects of interaction with the nucleus only 
become important for high Z and / or low energy (< IMeV/u) ions. Since the 
coulomb force acts over a long range, the incident charged particle will feel 
the effect of many atomic electrons simultaneously, and the energy loss will 
thus be continuous. Also of importance is the fact that the energy required to 
ionize an atom is approximately 10 eV, and that liberated electron with kinetic 
energies in the keV range also ionize atoms. The energy loss of an a-
particle in a single head on collision with an atomic electron is very small, 
when compared with its kinetic energy. As the maximum energy loss of a 5 
MeV a- particles is approximately 3 keV in a head-on collision, and less 
than if the collision is glancing. Therefore, it can be seen that the a- particle 
must endure many such collisions before depositing its full energy in the 
detector. 
1.2 Definitions: 
With the expanding interest in reactions involving heavier ions, the 
need for range and stopping power information for these ions has become 
important. Since all possible heavy charged particles or ions and a large 
number of material media are of interest and since the range-energy relation 
differ for every charged particle and material medium, the number of range-
energy curves required is extremely large, too large to be determined 
theoretically or experimentally on an individual basis. Fortunately, the 
stopping power is a relatively smoothly varying function of the atomic 
number, mass and velocity of the incident particle and of the atomic 
constitution of the absorber. 
When an energetic heavy charged particle travels through matter, 
there is momentary electrostatic interaction between it and the electrons in 
the atoms through which it is passing. As a result, each electrons gains some 
momentum and kinetic energy. By calculating the total amount of energy 
gained by all the electrons surrounding the path of travel of the moving 
particle through the medium, it is possible to calculate the rate of energy-loss 
by the incident particle and the amount of energy loss ,dE, per unit path 
length, dx, of the traversing material is known as specific energy loss or the 
Stopping Power, 5", of the medium. 
At very high energies (larger than several hundred MeV) the slowing 
down of all charged particles is contributed to by bremsstrahlung, Cherenkov 
radiation and nuclear reactions. At comparatively lower energies, the slowing 
down of the charged particle is separated into two distinct processes. These 
are 'electronic slowing down' and 'nuclear slowing down' or stopping power. 
The sum of these two processes is known as the Total Stopping Power and 
is given by, 
S{E) = \ - - ^ \ ...Eq"(1.1) 
I P dx J 
Where p is the number density of the absorbing material. 
With Electronic Stopping, one means slowing down due to the inelastic 
collisions between electrons in the medium and the charged particle moving 
through it. The term inelastic is used to signify that the collisions may result in 
excitation in the electron cloud of the incident particle; therefore the collision 
can not be treated as a classical scattering process between two charged 
particles. It can be shown from conservation of momentum that the maximum 
velocity of a particle of velocity, v ,• can impart to a free electron is 2V; 
therefore, the maximum energy which a free electron can receive from the 
impact of 6 MeV particle, is about 3 keV. The average energy imparted to 
electrons by particle in their passage through matter is of the order of 100 to 
200 eV. Many of these secondary electrons or ^-rays are energetic enough 
to ionize other atoms. 
Since the number of collisions a moving particle experiences with 
electrons is large, and since the charge state of the particle while traversing 
in the medium may change frequently, it is very difficult to describe all 
possible interactions for all possible charge states. 
When a particle has slowed to the point that its velocity is comparable 
to valence electron velocities of the medium in which it is travelling, another 
interaction mechanism called Nuclear Stopping takes over. Then a particle 
starts making elastic collision with the atoms rather than exciting the atomic 
electrons. If the form of the repulsive potential v{r) between two atoms is 
known, so it is possible to calculate the nuclear stopping. 
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Fig 1.1 shows ratio between nuclear and electronic stopping power. 
The maximum of the nuclear stopping curve typically occurs at 
energies between 10 to 100 keV, of the electronic stopping power at 
MeV energies. For very light particles slowing down in heavy materials, 
the nuclear stopping is weaker than the electronic at all energies. 
However, the total distance travelled by a charged particle in a given 
medium before it comes to rest is called its range. This is the average 
distance travelled by the charged particle in the medium before it loses all its 
kinetic energy. If £(, is the initial kinetic energy of the particle and it loses an 
energy, dE, in travelling through a small distance, dx, then it will lose all its 
energy in travelling a distance , R , which is given by, 
R = Idx ...Eq"(1.2) 
where, R,\s the range of the particle. If {-dE/pdx)\s the rate of loss 
of energy, then range will be. 
R= L l f ^ (_,/£) 
'''"/ 1 /7/rV' 
R = [ - 1 ^ dE ' ...Eq"(1.3) 
The theory of energy-loss of heavy charged particles in matter was first 
worked out by Niels Bohr '^ •^ ,^ which was later improved upon by Hans Bethe 
'^ '''', Felix Bloch '^ '^ ' and others by the application of quantum mechanics. 
The calibration of most charged particle detectors including solid 
state nuclear track detectors relies on the precision of the theoretical 
stopping power and range formulations. The range of a charged particle in a 
medium, which depends on the energy loss rate of the penetrating particle 
along its trajectory, is an important parameter to establish the validity of the 
various theoretical stopping power formulations through a comparison among 
the experimentally measured and theoretically calculated range values. Solid 
state nuclear track detectors provide a unique opportunity to measure the 
range of heavy charged particle because the complete trajectory of the 
particle track from its entrance nearly to its end point can be viewed optically. 
1.3 Theoretical Developments: 
1.3.1 LSS Formula for Low Velocity Charged Particles: 
J. Linhard, M. Scharff and H. E. Schiott '^ ' published a formula to 
calculate the stopping cross section of low velocity heavy charged particles 
which was later on known as "LSS formula" and is given as follows, 
p dx 
7 / 6 , 
Z'^Z 
= Ue-a,-j-^ ^ - {provided v<v„Z,-'^} ...Eq"(1.4) 
where v = Velocity of incident charged particle 
Vp = Bohr velocity 
flo = Bohr radius 
Z, = Atomic number of incident particle 
Z, = Atomic number of target material. 
On defining the reduced velocity as, 
K?^ then Eq"(1.4) can be written as 
^ 1 clE^ • 1 1 / 6 . 
pd-i ° (z;-+z-r 
Z^'^Z. 
= ''•''' UJ J.^n v...(lO'^^Kc.,^), v.„,<| 
\Z^ +Z, j 
,Eq"(1.5) 
Also defining the reduced electronic stopping cross section as, 
p dx^ 
s S„ 
red 
z}'% 
W^' !/2 .Eq"(1.6) 
So, the LSS formula takes the form. 
]_dE_ 
^ 19.145 v„, {^0-''eVcm'\ v„, <l ...Eq"(1.7) 
In 1998 Zheng, Lu Xiting and Zhao Qiang et. al '^ ' compared their 
experimental data to this LSS theory. They measured the stopping powers 
for 0.3 - 6.4 MeV ^^ C ions in C, Al, Ti, Cu, Nb and Ag. But the results showed 
a significant discrepancy between LSS theory and experiments. 
1.3.2 F. Hubert, R. Bimbot and H. Gauvin Formulation: 
F. Hubert et. al '^ ' adopted a entirely different approach to calculate 
stopping power of heavy charged particles ranging 2 < Z < 103, in the energy 
region 2.5< El A<5()0MeV, for 36 solid materials ^''°'. The calculation use 
stopping powers for a-particles and a new parameterization for the heavy 
particle effective charge which is deduced from a set of about 600 
experimental stopping power values covering an energy range from 3 to 90 
MeVlu for 15 incident heavy charged particles and 18 solid stopping 
materials. 
According to this, stopping power, S, for a given combination of 
stopping medium and heavy particle species and velocity is calculated by 
means of the following scaling law. 
(rz,)= 
'rcf 
z-rcf 
..Eq"(1.8) 
Here, yZ^ - Effective charge of incident particle (Z, being atomic number 
of projectile) 
Z„, = Effectivechargeof the reference charged particle 
S^^i - Stopping power of the same medium for a reference charged 
particle of same velocity. 
Therefore, the effective charge parameterization is expressed by, 
y = 1-A',exp[-X,(£/4''Z,"''^J ...Eq"(1.9) 
where 
E/A = Energy per nucleon in MeV/u 
The main feature of this effective charge parameter is y[z^,ElA,!.,), where 
E being the incident particle energy and A is the mass of the incident 
charged particle. The original aspect of this parameterization is that, it 
includes a dependence on Z,, the target atomic number which is 
generally neglected '^ '^. This dependence is necessary in order to be able to 
reproduce the whole set of experimental stopping powers. 
According to F.Hubert et al '^'^°^ for all stopping media except 'Be' and 'C, 
X, = Z) + 5exp(-CZ,) ...Eq"(1.10) 
X,= 8.144 + 0.09876111 Z, ...Eq"(1.11) 
A", = 0.3140 + 0.010721nZ, ...Eq"(1.12) 
A ,^ = 0.5218 +0.02521 InZ, ...Eq"(1.13) 
with B = 1.658 ...Eq"(1.14) 
C = 0.05170 ...Eq"(1.15) 
D = 1.164 + 0.2319 e.xp(-0.004302Z,) ...Eq"(1.16) 
For media 'Be' and 'C , the effective charge parameter's values as derived 
from fitting procedure values are displayed in the table 1.1. 
Table 1.1 
Effective charge Parameter's values for 'Be' and 'C 
Stopping 
medium 
Be 
C 
D 
2.045 
2.584 
^ , 
B 
2.000 
1.910 
C 
0.04369 
0.03958 
^ 2 
7.000 
6.933 
^ 3 
0.2643 
0.2433 
0.417r 
0.3969 
For the above formulation, 
1. The low-energy limit is 2.5 MeVlu. 
2. Helium ions (Z^ ^^  = 2) are considered to be fully stripped. 
3. Nuclear stopping is considered to be neglected. 
4. Lov\/ - energy effects such as Z, and Z^  oscillations are much 
reduced. 
1.3.3 L.C. Northcliffe and R.F. Schilling Formulation: 
Northcliffe and Schilling '^ •^''^ ^ evaluated the electronic stopping 
power and range for representative charged particles of all atomic numbers 
ranging 1<Z<103 in 24 different material media at 38 energies distributed 
logarithmically throughout the region 0.0125 s Elm < MMeVlamu .The media 
include twelve solid elements ( Be, C, Al, Ti, Ni, Ge, Zr, Ag, Eu, Ta, Au and 
U), some gases and also some compounds ^^ l^ 
In this formulation, the proton curve is designate (for which Z=1) as a 
"universal" curve and to attribute departures from this curve io a decrease of 
the net charge of the particle from its nuclear charge, Z, to some smaller 
"effective charge" yZ. 
The effective charge parameter y- is defined empirically by the 
relation as follows. 
/ = 
dx. 
'd£\ 
\dx. 
,..Eq"(1.17) 
proton 
The above effective charge parameter is a direct measure of the deviation 
from the universal curve, it is possible to assume that the effective charge, 
yZ, is identical to the rms charge of the incident particle, at least in first 
approximation. Thus, as the energy decreases and orbital electrons become 
attached to the incident particle, the rms charge deviates from the nuclear 
charge (atomic number) and the stopping power curve falls off from the 
universal curve. 
Since Bohr ^^ '*'''^ ' proposed that the probability of capture of an orbital 
electron by the incident charged particle is determined by the ratio of the 
particle velocity in the material medium to the orbital velocity of the electron 
in the incident particle. Thus, the capture probabilify for any orbital electron 
would be a function of the velocity ratio. So, the deviation of the effective 
charge is well represented by, 
y' = 1-1.85 e-^^ .Eq"(1.18) 
where ^ = 
137 
137;? 
But as the incident charged particle captures more electrons, it is 
assumed '^ •^"'^ ^ that the following velocity ratio. 
^ = 
K 137 J 
Ulp 
fin .Eq"(1.19) 
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is a more suitable parameter, since it represents the velocity of the incident 
particle relative to the Thomas - Fermi velocity of the captured electron in the 
projectile. 
1.4 Experimental Work: 
Lots of experimental work had been done by many workers for light 
charged particles such as electrons and positrons. Katz and Penfold '""^ ^ did 
experiment for electron penetration through aluminum. Due to lack of 
positron source no attempt was made for positron transmission. Seliger '^^'^°' 
and Gubernator '^ ^^  did some work on the transmission of positron in the 
energy range of 180 keV to 960 keV, and 50 keV to 160 keV. Gubernator's 
experiment ^^ '^ concludes that the ranges of positrons in Al are less than 
those of the electrons in the energy region below 160 keV. These results are 
in qualitative agreements with the similar measurements of Seliger ^^^-^^l in 
1959 Gubernator and Flammerfeld ^^ '^ measured the ranges of 40 to 160 keV 
electrons and positrons in Cu, Ag & Au. They reported that in Cu the range of 
positrons is less than that of electrons of the same energy, while in Ag and 
Au positrons has large ranges than electrons. 
Some work on transmission of electrons and positrons has been done 
by Gill et. al ^^^\ They studied experimentally the penetration of electrons of 
energy Emax = 0.25 MeV, 0.77 MeV, 1.55 MeV and 1.71 MeV through a large 
number of materials including some rare earth materials. They also 
experimentally investigated the penetration of 1.88 MeV positrons in various 
materials including rare earth materials. They compared the results of 
electron and positron transmission. 
Apart from this, very few experimental work has been done on 
passage of heavy charged particles through matter. Some experimental 
efforts have been made by T. Schenkel and A.V. Hamza et al. ^^ '*' on the loss 
of kinetic energy of highly charged heavy ions (like Ar^^*, xe'*'*" and Au^ '^*') in 
thin carbon foils, as a function of projectile velocity in the range from (6 X10^) 
12 
to (11 X 10 )^ m/sec. Evidence for strong pre-equilibrium energy loss 
enhancements is observed for highly charged Xe and Au ions. 
Y. Susuki et. a! '^ '^ have studied towards energy loss and fractions of 
\-\2* and H2'' ions emerging from carbon foils of 1-8.5 f-iglcnr thickness, after 
incident of 9.6 MeV/amu Hz' ions. From the decrease of the transmitted 
fraction of Ha"" ions with increasing foil thickness, the dissociation cross 
section for 9.6 MeV/amu H3'' due to the H3''- C collision has been determined 
to be (2.2±0.1) X 10"'''' cm^ They obtained the stopping power of carbon for 
9.6 MeV/amu Ha'^  ions having a value of 83.3±5.5 eV/{/jg/cm-) from the 
energy loss data. This result corresponds to an effective charge of 
1.45 ±0.09 for Ha'' in carbon. The observed stopping power and the derived 
effective charge agree well with the values calculated by using the first order 
Born approximation, Some experimental work on the rate of energy loss of 
C^ ^ and 0^^ ions was done by D. I. Porat, K. Ranhavataram '^ •^^ ''^  passing 
through C, Al, Ni, Ag, and Au absorber has been measured in the energy 
interval of 0.36 to 3.20 MeV. The relative accuracy of the result was found to 
be measured 2% and the absolute accuracy was found to be better than 5%. 
The stopping power of Mo, Cu, Cr and Ni for He"" ions has been 
studied by J. Sillanpaa et. al '^ '^ at velocities below the Bohr velocity. The 
stopping power values were deduced by comparing ranges of 5 to 100 keV. 
He"" ions determined with the elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA) method 
with those obtained in molecular dynamics simulations. The nuclear slowing 
down was treated through the use of molecular dynamics calculations and a 
potential obtained from density functional theory calculations. The 
comparison of the range profiles showed that the electronic stopping powers 
given by Zlegler, Biersack and Littmark '^ '^ had to be multiplied with a factor 
of 1.20±0.07 for Mo & Grand 1.00± 0.06 for Cu and Ni. 
In this dissertation, chapter-II deals with the general theories 
proposed to calculate the charged particle energy loss, while in chapter-III 
calculations of electronic stopplag powers have beea dop.e foe G^^ , O^ ®, F^^ , 
13 
CP^  projectiles in tine large number of materials ranging 6<Z2<79 by applying 
different correction terms alongwith the effective charge parameterization to 
the stopping theory. Finally chapter-IV deals with the results and discussion 
of present theoretical approach. At the end, different curves showing the 
variation of {-dE/pcLx)^vs E/A of the incident particle have been attached. 
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CHAPTER II 
PASSAGE OF HEAVY 
CHARGED PARTICLES 
THROUGH MATTER 
CHAPTER - II 
PASSAGE OF HEAVY CHARGED PARTICLES THROUGH 
MATTER 
When a beam of heavy charged particles of some kinetic energy 
interact on a target foil (when the absorber has been considered to consist of 
a large number of thin foils), they penetrate through the different foils of 
target material by undergoing two major kinds of interactions, the slowing 
down process and the inelastic collision with atomic electrons (excitation and 
ionization) and nuclei (energy loss). These processes depend upon the 
energy of the incident particle and atomic number of material traversed. A 
moving particle by virtue of its moving electric field creates disturbances in 
the electronic structure of the atoms and molecules of the medium through 
which it moves. These disturbances is due to transfer of energy from the 
moving electron to the surrounding atoms and molecules, raising them to 
excited states and frequently producing ionization and the rapture of the 
molecular bonds. 
Most of the energy of the incident particles is dissipated by the 
collisions between the incident heavy charged particle and orbital electrons 
of the material. The energy loss due to collisions between the incident heavy 
charged particle and the nuclei is negligibly small because of the large 
differences in their masses. 
When a heavy charged particle moves through a medium, it excites 
and ionizes the atoms with which it comes sufficiently close and in the 
process loses some kinetic energy by transferring it to the orbital electrons of 
the atoms of the medium. The particle, therefore, goes on losing speed. As 
the particle slows down to a speed of the same order of magnitude as that of 
the outer orbital electrons in the atoms of the medium, it picks up an electron 
which reduces its effective charge and this reduction in the value of charge 
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results in a decrease in the rate of loss of energy of the particle. This 
continues until the particle becomes neutral, so that the ionization density in 
the medium drops to zero by the time the particle stops. 
Very seldom does a heavy charged particle come close enough to the 
nucleus of an atom of the medium to get deviated from its path through the 
large angle Rutherford scattering or to be lost through the initiation of a 
nuclear reaction. The charged particle, therefore, travels in a straight line 
path losing energy discontinuously in ionizing and exciting the atoms of the 
medium. Generally the process is almost continuous due to the large number 
of ions generated by the particle. This leads to the concept of well defined 
range of the particle in the medium which is related to the total energy of the 
particle. 
The energy loss mechanisms for heavier particles are not 
fundamentally different from those for protons and a-particles. Certain 
phenomena, however, which are usually considered negligible in the 
consideration of protons and a-particles energy loss, play a large role in 
determining the rate of energy loss for heavy incident particles. In particular, 
the charge variation of the particle due to electron capture and loss at low 
velocities is usually of minor concern for hydrogen and helium ions but 
dominates the behaviour of heavier particles. Similarly, elastic collisions with 
the screened nuclei of the absorber materials (called nuclear stopping) are 
relatively unimportant for protons but not for heavy particles. 
2.1 Theories Proposed to Estimate the Particle's 
Energy Loss: 
There are two basic approaches used to evaluated a particle's energy 
loss to target electrons. These are the Bohr'''' approach, which is dependent 
on the impact parameter between the particle's trajectory and the target 
nucleus, and the Bethe '^ '^ ^ approach which depends on momentum transfer 
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from the particle to the target electrons. Bethe's '^ '^ ^ approach was necessary 
since quantum mechanics prohibits a particle with a well defined momentum 
having a spatially localized position. Hence Bohr's '^ ^ concept of an impact 
parameter (defined before quantum mechanics was developed) could not be 
directly upgraded to wave mechanics. There was no quantized solution to 
close collisions if one attempted to use the Bohr impact parameter concepts. 
2.1.1 The Classical Bohr Theory: 
The classical Bohr '^' approach considers a heavy charged particle of 
charge, Z,(?, moving at a velocity, v, passing near a light electron of charge, 
e, and mass, m, at an impact parameter, b. The transverse momentum 
impulse, Ap, to the light electron is. 
Ap = \eE{i) dt = ==^ ...Eq"(2.1) 
i bv 
where E is the transverse electric field. The energy transferred is then. 
A£ = _ M' _ 2Z,-'.^  
r 1 \ 
Zm mv Kb'-j 
•Eq"(2.2) 
This expression assumes that the electron does not move much relative to 
the impact parameter, b . 
To obtain the stopping power, S, this transferred energy must be 
integrated over all possible impact parameters, b. Assuming the target is 
made of atoms of atomic number, Z,, the energy loss , 5 , per target atom is, 
S = ITTZ, \AE{b) b db ...Eq"(2.3) 
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zre' " 
= 4;rZ, ^ f-^  h db 
mv • b' 
.Eq"(2.4) 
The integral of this expression diverges as 6 ^  0 , so it is necessary to 
argue a minimum impact parameter, Z)„„„. If the electron mass is assumed to 
be very much smaller than the mass of the incident particle, the electron will 
recoil strongly for very small impact parameters. Here the maximum energy 
transfer is for a head-on collision, one may use Rutherford two-particle 
elastic scattering to estimate the closest distance of approach for a head-on 
collision. This gives a minimum distance of 6„„„ ~ Z^e'/mv-. 
The integral also becomes undefined for i^^^-^oo. So, for distant 
collisions, if the interaction is long compared to the orbiting frequency of an 
electron, the collision will become adiabatic and no energy will be 
transferred. This gives a cutoff when the collision time becomes longer than 
the orbital frequency, /5),„„^  -v/oj, where co is the orbital frequency. Inserting 
these value for 6„„„ and i,„,^, the energy loss becomes. 
p dx 
ZV 
= 4;rZ. ^ 
inv 
In 
f 3 A 
mv 
yZ^e'Q) J 
.Eq"(2.5) 
The relativistic form of the Eq"(2.5) is made by equating the particle's energy 
E = yM^c'-, where / = l/(l-/?-)'''and p = vlc. This expands 6,„„,~ yvj^ 
si^ d ^^ min"" {Z^'IP^V- ) and the energy loss becomes, 
CO 
]_d£ 
p dx 
47tzy „2 , 
^ Z , In 
mv 
( T- 3A 
' y mv ^ 
yZ^e'co j 
.Eq"(2.6) 
Bohr '^ 1 used this expression to form the basis of evaluation of the energy 
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loss of a heavy particle to a medium of harmonically bound electrons. 
2.1.2 The Need for Quantum Mechanical Theories: 
Later on when Bohr ^^^ enunciated his theory of quantized energy 
levels and the origin of simple atomic spectra, he added relativistic terms to 
the problem of the energy losses of swift charged particles to point out the 
relationship between effective impact parameter ( 6J and the newer atomic 
concepts. Bohr '^^^ showed that the classical theory is restricted to those 
impacts in which velocity of the incident swift charged particle greatly 
exceeds the orbital speed of the atomic electrons in their Bohr orbits and that 
the effective impact parameter is a distance which must greatly exceed the 
radius of the Bohr orbit. Each of these conditions can be shown to be 
equivalent to the relation 
"^ « 1 
m/3 
for ionization in the k-shell. The second, and more serious difficulty is that the 
large cutoff value of the impact parameter, 
o^ux = v^ >> Bohr radius. 
This impact parameter is correspond to the minimum energy transfer, which 
are far less than the ionization potential. Therefore, these are inconsistent 
with the accepted theory of atomic structure. For this reason the classical 
theory predicted too great an energy loss by high velocity particles. 
2.1.3 Bethe - Bloch Quantum IVIechanical Theory of Energy 
Loss: Bloch '^ '^ i evaluated the differences between the Bohr'^' 
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classical and Bethe '^ '^ ' quantum-mechanical approaches for particles with 
velocities much larger than the target electrons. He showed that Bohr's '"'•'^ ^ 
approach was valid also in the quantum mechanics of a bound electron, if the 
energy transferred was assumed to be the mean energy loss, summed over 
all possible atomic transitions. However, Bloch '^ '^ ' needed to assume the 
dipole approximation (impact parameter » orbital diameter) to avoid the 
localization problem. 
Bethe ^^ '^ ^ considered the electrons to be plane waves in the center 
of momentum frame. Instead, Bloch '^ •^ ', in his close collisions confined the 
electrons to the interior of a cylinder, which then introduced transverse 
momentum components that Interfere with one another under the forces of 
the electromagnetic interaction. This led to quite different momentum 
transfers than for the case of Bethe's ^^ '^ ^ plane wave scattering. 
Bloch '^ '^ ' then showed that for low momentum transfers, his cylinder 
confinement radius would be large enough to permit the use of Bethe's '^ '^ ' 
plane-wave approach, and so for these collision the Bethe '^ '^ ' approach v\'as 
correct. Further, for. large momentum transfers, the wave packets would 
scatter classically, and hence the Bohr '^ ' approach would be valid. So, the 
original Bethe - Bloch relativistic stopping formula may be given as. 
( I dE] _ Ane% 2 
3 •^i 
p dx) /«oV 
Im^V 
^n'-!^-^4-p^)-p^^^z, ..Eq"(2.7) 
where symbols have the following meanings, 
Zj = Target atomic number 
Z, = Swift particle's atomic number 
V = Velocity of the incident particle 
wjfl = Mass of the electron 
e = Electron charge 
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(/> = A parameter (treated as experimentally determined) 
representing average excitation and ionization potential 
per electron and is given by, 
ln</) = Y.f>^n ...Eq"(2.8) 
where the logarithm of the mean ionization potential, ln</>, can be expanded 
as the dipole oscillator strength for the n"' energy level, 
•^ " • trZ, 
Y,(n\xj\0) 
J 
.Eq"(2.9) 
Normalization for this sum rule is ^ / „ = 1 
The final term,4^(z,) in Eq"(2.7) is a small term v^hich contains Bloch's error, 
so that the Bloch ^^ •^ ' result does not reduce to the Bethe '^ '^ ' result for the 
limit Z,Q;/y?-^ 0, where a = the fine structure constant, eVtic= 1/137. 
Fano •^^ •^ •''°l made various extensions in Bethe's '^ '^ ^ and Bloch's '^ '^ ^ 
work. Fano's '^"'^  approach was to consider the momentum, q, transferred to 
a bound electron with an energy transfer, A£. Considering three regions for 
the energy transfer to an atomic electron at a distance, r, from the particle, 
(i) For small A£, one assumes that q.r «h, so that the interaction 
between the particle and electron reduces to dipole matrix 
elements, 
(ii) For mid-A£ (it is quite complex to define mid-A^), one assumes 
that only the longitudinal electromagnetic terms of the interaction 
contribute to the momentum transfer. 
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(iii) For large A£, one assumes that the target electrons may be 
considered to be unbound, and the transfer can be reduced to 
standard two-particle relativistic interactions. 
Assuming these approximations, Fano ^^ '^ described a relativistic 
version of the Bethe-Bloch energy loss formula where two additional 
corrective terms are included, the Shell Correction term, (C/ Z,), and the 
Density Effect Correction term, {6/2). So the Eq"(2.7) takes the form, 
dE^ Ane'Z,_ . 
p dx /»oV-
,n^^-ln{l-^^)-/?^-- C 
<I> ^ ' ' ' z^ 2 
...Eq"(2.10) 
[11] There have been many corrections proposed to improve on Fano's 
theoretical approximations. This is done by expanding this equation in 
powers of Z,, which can be used to add additional corrections to the incident 
particle and target interaction. 
In Eq" (2.10), for small values of y5, the two relativistic correction 
terms in the square brackets can be approximated as ^{p^ 12). Thus the 
relativistic effect slightly increases the energy losses, which would be 
expected on the basis of velocity variation alone. The net relativistic effect is 
not great for moderate values of /?. As /? increases the loss, {-dE/pdx), 
decreases, mainly because of the l/v- term outside the square brackets. As, 
V, approaches, c, the velocity dependence exerts no significant effect, a 
relativistic effects take over. The ionization losses pass through a minimum 
when the kinetic energy of the incident particle is in the neighbourhood of 
2MC- and then rises very slowly, approximately logarithmically with 
increasing primary energy. This minimum has been found experimentally. 
2.2 Validity of the Bethe-BIoch Formulation: Eq"(2.io) 
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is valid only (i) if iheZ^e is not subjected to reduction by capture and loss of 
electrons; (ii) tiie energy is small enough so that polarization of the medium 
is unimportant; (iii) if Z,e/Mv^ (M is the particle's mass) is small enough so 
that nuclear scattering and bremsstrahlung may be neglected; (iv) if Zie is 
not too large so that the usual condition 2Z,Z2/137/?«1 for the applicability 
of the Born approximation is not too strongly violated; and (v) if p » Z^/IS?, 
so that V greatly exceeds the Bohr orbital speed of the ^-electron 
V;. = cZ,/137 , and hence of any atomic electron. 
2.3 Low Velocity Limit of the Bethe-Bloch Theory: 
At low velocities, the particle may capture electrons from the target 
and partially neutralize its nuclear charge. The Bethe-Bloch equation, in all its 
forms, requires a constant particle charge. Thus a lower limit to its 
applicability is necessary. To estimate the degree of particle neutralization, 
various approaches may be possible by looking at the basic scaling 
relationships of the Thomas-Fermi atom. These limits are 
Charge density = pocZ^ 
Electron binding energy = £4 oc z''^ 
Binding energy/electron = e^  cc z*'^ 
Electron velocity = v^  oc z-'^ 
2.4 Comparison between Classical and Quantum-
Mechanical Theories: 
In its most expanded form Bohr's '^ ^ classical theory can be visualize 
as. 
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' V . = — V ^ V Z r In ':'-'^"° ...Eq"(2.11) 
with V = Average characteristic frequency, if each atom has Z, 
electrons. 
V = Velocity of the incident charged particie 
M = Mass of the incident charged particle 
A^  = Atomic density of the absorber. 
And other symboles have their usual meanings. 
and Bethe '^ '^ ^ quantum-mechanical theory in its simplest form, 
S,.„. = ^ NZ; m ^ • ...Eq"(2.12) 
The classical opinion of definite impact parameters is valid when 
2Z,/]37/?» 1, whereas the use of the Born approximation makes Bethe's '^ ^ 
theory valid, when 2Z,/137/?«1. The two theories coincide when the 
arguments of the logarithm terms are equal. This leads to the condition, 
I.123moV M _ Im^v 
For the case of heavy particles, M »mo 
.Eq"(2.13) 
Taking 
And 
/ « hv 
1.123 = 1 
'-^' - 1 
then, Eq"(2.13) leads 
137y9 
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Thus, in the domain where neither limiting theory is strictly valid, both 
converge to the same value. William '""^ ^ has pointed out that both theories 
will be in error in the same direction (of too much scattering) in this 
intermediate region. The more nearly correct theory is therefore the one 
which gives the least scattering i.e., the least energy losses. This turns out to 
be Bohr's '^ ^ theory for 2Z,/137/?>1 and Bethe's ^^ '^ ^ for 2Zj]37jB<\. It is 
noteworthy that classical theory has acquired significance, especially for the 
study of the passage through matter of the highly charged fission fragments, 
for which 2Z,/137/? is very large. 
2.5 Energy Loss per Ion Pair by Primary and 
Secondary Ionization: 
The theory of the energy loss of charged particles by matter deals with 
the kinetic energy lost by the moving charge. It is not a theory of the 
ionization produced in the absorbing medium. The actual number of ion pairs 
produced by a given transfer of kinetic energy depends in a complicated way 
upon the nature and purity of the absorber. The present knowledge in this 
area is almost entirely empirical. 
In the relatively hard collisions, the struck electron will be given a large 
kinetic energy. Such a swift secondary electron, produced from the collision 
of a charged particle is known as a J - ray. An appreciable fraction, roughly 
one half of the energy lost by primary particles appears as S- rays. These 
S- rays lose their energy just as any electron of this energy would. Thus the 
total ionization in the absorber will be the sum of the primary ionization 
produced by collisions of the primary particles with atomic electrons and the 
secondary ionization produced by J-rays. The average energy loss per ion 
pair varies widely for different absorbers. Since very slow particles lose more 
energy in excitation than in ionization, and the average energy loss per ion 
pair generally is greater for very slow particles than for faster particles. This 
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This variation is slight and need not be considered for work of ordinary 
accuracy in the range of particle energies from 0.1 to 5 MeV. Some 
measured values of the energy loss per ion pair for p- rays and a- rays in a 
number of highly purified gases have been reported by Jesse and 
Sadauskis ^ ^^ l 
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CHAPTER III 
PRESENT THEORETICAL 
APPROACH 
CHAPTER - III 
PRESENT THEORETICAL APPROACH 
Substantial experimental and theoretical work has been done by many 
workers on penetration of electrons and positrons through different 
absorbers, including some rare earth materials like Neodymium, Yttrium, 
Ytterbium and Holmium. With the help of theoretical developments, which 
has already been discussed in the preceding chapters, many useful 
informations like stopping powers, ranges and absorption coefficients can be 
obtained by transmission of light charged particles through matter. But as far 
as, 'the passage of heavy charged particles through matter' is concerned, 
no more information is available. Since properties 0/ these particles through 
matter have been a subject of many latest investigations. So, it became 
essential to evaluate the stopping and ranges of these heavy charged 
particles through different absorbers accurately. 
The original motivation for this work arose out from the studies in 
which we require a knowledge of stopping powers of heavy charged particles 
in medium weight nuclei to interpret thick target stopping power. Accurate 
theoretical measurements in general is not available now. The 
measurements of Both and Grant '^ ' stopped at 24 MeV ^^ O and 40 MeV ^^Cl. 
Whereas, the measurements of Northcliffe '^ ' and Sikkeland '^ ^ at energies 
upto 10 MeV/nucleon were mainly in aluminum. Later on a table of stopping 
powers for all ions in a variety of materials was published by Northcliffe and 
Schilling ''*'. These tables covered all cases of interest, but involved large 
extrapolations and interpolations from the data then available. In particular 
there was a considerable discrepancy between Northcliffe and Schilling'''^  
tables and the data of Both and Grant '^ ^ for ^^0 ions in siliver (upto ~ 14%) 
and for ^^Cl ions in Ni, Ag and Au (upto -12%). 
The other theoretical approaches which are being used to determine 
the stopping powers and ranges are either scaling procedure given by F. 
Hubert, R. Bimbot and H.Gauvin '^ ' or the LSS theory '^ ' (mainly used to 
determine the stopping powers of heavy charged particles at low energies). 
In the Hubert et. al '^ ' formulation, the stopping power of a material for heavy 
particles can be determined in terms of its stopping power for fully stripped. 
He, ions of the same velocity in the same materials. For E/A> 2.5 MeV/u 
these helium ions are completely stripped and fitted formulae for calculating 
their stopping powers are available for all elements. However, these fitted 
formulae are strictly valid upto 75 MeV/iion\y. Above this energy the most 
recent stopping powers which can be used as reference values in scaling are 
those tabulated by Janni '^ ' for protons. At higher energies, increasing 
deviations are reached upto~8% at 500 MeV/u between the extrapolation of 
the fitted formulae and values scaled from Janni '^ '. 
In the present work an attempt has been-made to calculate the 
electronic stopping powers for ^^C, ^^0, ^^F, ^^Cl as projectiles in the large 
number of target materials ranging 6 < Z, < 79. Basically, the electronic 
stopping {-clE/pclx\, of heavy charged particles into the absorber is given by 
the Bethe theory '^ '®'. The present calculation of electronic stopping power 
describes an implementation of several corrections to calculate {-dE/pclx\,m 
order to take into account the deviations from the Bethe theory '^ '^ ^ at low and 
high energies. In present approach K, L, M shell correction expressions 
[10,11,12] -^^ jf^gjj. asymptotic forms are used along with the Density 3^,14,15,16]^  
Barkas '^ '''''^ ' and Bloch '''^ ' correction terms. 
3.1 Present Method of Calculation of Electronic 
Stopping Power: 
The mean ionization energy loss of charged particle heavier than 
electron is given by the Eq" (2.10) and has the form, 
J Z 
1 ^ 
P (ix) 
Ane'Z-, „2 
m^v 
2 ^\ in 
, C (5 
-ln(l-A=)-/»'-^4 
Zj 2 
which can be simpiified by using the foilowing definitions, 
TQ = e-/m^c- (the Bohr electron radius) 
and 
f{fi) ^ In (combining the reiativistic terms) 
which can be evaluated with 
,2 ^,A 
u; 
l - l /{l + £(iteF)/931494M,(M)}' 
Here Mi being the incident particle's mass. 
In view of above, Eq"(2.10) becomes. 
1 dE\ ^m\ 
p dx f-
f{p)-\n<I>-^-^-
Z^ 2 
...Eq"(3.1) 
The prefactor constant to this equation can also be simplified, using 
k H Am-^m^c-. The pre-factor constants have the value ATtr^m^c^ = 0.0005099, 
for stopping in units of eV/(10^^atoms/cm^), which is about the energy loss 
per mono-layer in a solid. This pre-factor may be converted to stopping units 
of keV/(mg/cm^) by multiplying the above pre-factor by (No/10^''M2), where 
No = Avagadro's number, 6.02213 X 10^ ,^ and Ma is the target atomic weight 
(u). 
Therefore, the Bethe-Bloch stopping power expression is expressed as. 
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p clx 
^Z;L(J3) ...Eq"(3.2) 
The variable, L(/?), is called the Stopping Number and is defined to involve 
all the correction factors of the Fano's formulation [2i.22.23,24,25]_ |^ ^^n ^32) 
the term Z,(/?) can be expressed as the expansion of the particle's charge as, 
with 
l{/3) = U/3) + ZMP) + ^A2{/3) ...Eq"(3.3) 
Lo(y9) = / G 5 ) - l n < / > - ^ - | ...Eq"(3.4) 
Here In < / >, — and — are the mean ionization energy, shell correction 
and density effect correction terms respectively. 
In view of Eq"(3.3) and Eq"(3.4) the Bethe-Bloch stopping Eq"(3.2) becomes. 
- ^ 1 = ''^Z:[LA/3) + Z,L,(fi) + Z-LM ...Eq"(3.5) 
p dx) /?-
In Eq"(3.5), on the R.H.S extra higher order terms of the atomic number of 
the particle are added within the bracket to include all the corrections to the 
basic two-particle energy loss process. The second term of the stopping 
number expression Z^L^{/3) is called the Barkas Correction and the term 
Z^'L^XP) is called the Bloch Correction. In general, these terms have 
decreasing significance in determining the stopping powers of incident 
charged particle. All these corrections are taken into account to describe the 
deviations from the Bethe theory for heavy charged particles at both low and 
high energies. 
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3.2 Different Applied Correction Factors: 
3.2.1 The Density Effect Correction (cJ/2): 
When a very high energy particle passes into the absorber, its 
energy loss has been found to be siightly less than predicted value using the 
relativistic form of the Bethe-Bloch equation. The divergence between theory 
and stopping data was found to increase at higher energies and in denser 
media. This phenomenon is called the Density Effect. It only becomes 
important when the kinetic energy of the particle exceeds its rest mass 
energy. 
In denser media, the dielectric polarization of the material alters the 
particle's field from their free space values. Thus, this density effect term 
corrects the polarization effects in the target, which reduces the stopping 
power, since the moving particle's electromagnetic field may not be at the 
assumed free-space values, but reduced by the dielectric constant of the 
target medium. 
3.2.2 The Barkas Correction Term (Li): 
The Barl<as effect is caused due to the reason that the target 
electrons responding to the approaching particle and slightly changing their 
orbits before any energy loss interaction occurs. This correction has been 
taken into account due to two following aspects observed experimentally, 
1. The particles having opposite charges (one has positive while other 
contains negative) show different ranges at the same velocity, in the 
same target material. Since the Bethe-Bloch Eq"(3.5) shows only a 
stopping dependence on Zi^, there should be no difference in the 
stopping power of positive particles when compared to those of 
equivalent negative particles. 
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2. The discovery of errors in the scaling of stopping powers for particles 
at the same velocity and in the same target, whose only difference 
was their amount of charge. According to Eq"(3.5) a particle with 
charge +2 should have four times the stopping of a similar particle 
with charge +1-. However, the stopping of +2 charged particles was 
discovered to exceed 4 times that of an equivalent +1 charged 
particle. 
Explanation of these differences was suggested by Barkas '^'^ ' by applying 
the first-order Born approximation of the Bethe-Bloch Eq"(3.5) and showed 
the following reasons. 
Since the initial distribution of target electrons are uniformly distributed 
about quiescent atoms. However, a positive charge will pull these target 
electrons towards it as it approaches, increasing the total electron density. 
While a negative charge will repel them. For the case of similar negative and 
positive particle as (1) above, this polarization of the target will cause positive 
particles to pass through a slightly higher density of the target electrons, 
increasing its energy loss relative to that of a negatively charged particle. At 
high velocities this effect may becomes negligible, since the target electrons 
do not have time to move, but near the maximum of the energy loss of light 
particles, about 1 MeV/amu, this effect becomes apparent. In the case of 
particles with different charges as (2) above, a higher charged particle will 
pass through a slightly higher density of target electrons compared to the 
singly charged particle and increasing its stopping. 
The above evaluation of the Barkas correction is extended using a 
larger database of experimental values. The extracted Barkas correction 
values are empirically fit in the following expression. 
2,1, = /'°"'^ f^  ...Eq"(3.6) 
^low + High 
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Where L,„„ = 0.001 £ and L,„^„ = (I.S/E"-*) + 45000/2, £"^ 
with the energy, E, having units of keV/u. This expression goes to zero for 
both low and high values of particle energy. 
3.2.3 The Bloch Correction Term (L2): 
Bloch '^ °^  attempted the problem of the stopping of a high velocity 
particles. He showed that Bohr's harmonic oscillator approach was valid 
quantum mechanically within limits. Bloch '^ °^  separated the consideration of 
interactions to be that of free particle, as Bohr had done. However, for larger 
impact parameters, he showed that higher-order terms were also necessary. 
He estimated that this correction was of the order of. 
L-, oc ...Eq"(3.7) 
Where, a = the fine structure constant, r^ = the typical radius of the target 
atom, VQ = the typical velocity of the target electron and b= the impact 
parameter v, = incident particle's energy. This correction applies to the case 
where b » I-Q . 
This approach of the Bloch term has been reviewed by Sigmund ^^^\ He 
points out that the contribution of this term is negligible for low particle 
energies, i.e below 2Z^e-/hv. As soon as this correction becomes noticeable, 
one has to expect higher order terms e.g. the L^ and 4 terms, to begin to 
contribute. 
From a practical view point of calculating accurate stopping power, 
Bichsel ' " ' has proposed a simple parameterization of the Bloch correction 
which accurately fits a wide range of high velocity stopping data ^^ l^ Which is. 
^x'L^ = - / [ ! .202- / ( l .042-0 .855/+0.343/ ) ] ...Eq"(3.8) 
where, y=ZfclP and ^^'/Xl,!^ 
For low velocities, the value of Z.^I,-^-0.58-ln(>^), and thus the 
Bioch correction provides the transition to the classical stopping power 
formula of Bohr. For high velocities, i.e y -^Q, Z,'!, -> - 1 . 2 / . This term is 
usually quite small. 
Both the Z^L^ and Z^'L., corrections for the high Z targets contribute 
less than 1% for all energies above 15 MeV/u. 
3.2.4 The Mean Ionization Energy (ln</>): 
This mean ionization term corrects the availability of the quantum 
mechanical energy levels for transfer of energy to target electrons. It can also 
be used to correct for any band - gap in solids and also target phase 
changes. 
3.2.5 The Projectile Effective Charge (z^^ ): 
At low velocities, the effect of electrons capture and loss due to 
interactions with target atoms should be taken into account. At present, the 
projectile charge distributions that cover a more or less noticeable range of 
incident particles, targets and velocities are not available. Therefore, various 
empirical and semi-empirical expression for the average, or in other words 
effective charge z „^ are used. This effective charge is replaced the bare 
projectile charge in all the relevant expressions. For protons and other singly 
charged particles, the effective charge is assumed to be equal to the bare 
charge limit. For a particles a special fit was given by Ziegler et al. has 
the following form, 
Z.^/2 = 1 - exp\-±a,\n'(E)\ ...Eq"(3.9) 
(=0 
With E is in keV per nucleon and the values of coefficients a^ through a^ 
are given in the table 3. 1. 
Table 3.1 
^0 
«! 
^2 
^3 
^4 
^5 
0.2865 
0.1266 
-0.001429 
0.02402 
-0.01135 
0.00175 
The above expression (3.9) is independent of target material and used at all 
particle energies E. But all the other charged particles heavier than proton, 
we use the following parameterization for the effective charge (Z,^) of the 
incident particle that include the dependence on Z, and given by, 
Z,^ = 1-4Z,) exp (-0.879 v/voZ,"") ...Eq"(3.10) 
With 
A{Z^) = 1.035 - 0.4 exp (-0.16Z|) 
Where, v, is the velocity of the projectile of charge, Z,, and, Vg, is 
e-/h « 2.188 X 10^ cm/sec. We have used this parameterization to 
generate a table of stopping powrs for all projectiles ranging 6 < Zj < 79. 
3.2.6 The Shell Corrections: The original Bethe theory is valid when 
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the velocity of the projectile is much higher than that of electrons in the 
target atoms. These shell corrections should be taken into account at 
comparatively lower projectile velocities. The total shell correction can be 
presented in the following form, 
AL shell .Eq"(3.11) 
Where C, is equal to Ck+CL+ with /= k , L, M .... shell respectively, and 
thus takes into account the contributions from different atomic shells. For Ck, 
CL. and CM, we follow the asymptotic expressions derived with hydrogen like 
wave (unctions. 
- r - t - r I I • I • I •[ I I r—r 
Hydrogenic (Bichsel) 
Target Atoms 1-92 
10^ 10^ 10' 
Ion Velocity MeV/amu 
10^ 
Figure 3.1: Bichsel's shell corrections based on hydrogenic wave 
functions. The curves go from that for hydrogen targets 
(lowest curve) to Uranium (furthest right curve). The shei! 
corrections show a smoth and gradual change of shape, 
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with the only small abrupt changes occurring when new 
shells are incorporated into the calculation. 
3.2.6.1 Expression for the K-shell Contribution: 
The expression for contribution of K-shell electrons '^°' to the 
stopping number L{p) has the following asymptotic form, 
Z-k(^ k, /7k) = Sk(^k)ln /7k + Tk{^k) - Ck(^k,/7k) ...Eq"(3.12i) 
with Ck{^k,/7k) = Uk(^k)/7k'^  + Vk(^k)/7k"' + ... ...Eq"(3.12ii) 
Where, /7 k, is a convenient variable given as the quotient of [jnv- jl) by the 
'ideal' ionization potential, Z, eff^  R, • l.y is the projectile effective charge. 
So, for K- shell 
;;, = - ^ - J - ...Eq"(3.13) 
With /», = electron mass 
V = velocity of the incident particle 
Zkeff = projectile effective charge for K-shell 
and y?, = Rydberg constant 
Ov., is the ratio of the observed ionization potential of the K-shell to the 
'ideal' ionization potential Zkeff^^,//7,. /?, is the principal quantum number of 
the /'"shell (here 77, is for K-shell). Sk(^k) and 'X^kOv) are constants. Different 
values of 6'k and rjy, are displayed in the table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2 
The stopping number contribution of ^-slieii electrons; ik(^k, 77k) 
'7k 
1.50 
1.75 
2.00 
2.50 
3.50 
5.00 
10.00 
^k=0.7 
2.249 
2.573 
2.851 
3.366 
4.122 
4.931 
6.406 
^k=0.8 
2.031 
2.337 
2.595 
3.077 
3.782 
4.537 
5.900 
^k=0.9 
1.857 
2.142 
2.385 
2.841 
3.508 
4.221 
5.496 
So, the stopping number of the A--shell electrons for different values of 6'k 
and 77 k shown in the table 3.2 is, 
For 6, = 0.7 
L^iO.l, 77J =1.8133 In 77, +2.4603-2.06627,' ' - 7.324/7/' ... Eq"(3.14i) 
For ^^=0.8 
Z,k(0.8, 77,) = 1.6457 In77,+ 2.3462 - 2.II9677/' - 7.319177/'...Eq"(3.14ii) 
For e^ =0.9 
Z.k(0.9, 77j = 1.5250 In77^+2.2273 - 2.130977,"' - 7.326377,"'...Eq"(3.14iii) 
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Therefore, the contribution of K-shell electrons C\,{0i^,nt) is given by the 
negative of the last two terms of Eq" (3.14). 
2.5 • 
2 0 • 
1.5 • 
1.0 -
0.6 -
nn 
K^^'^-y^C^y^^^^^^^ 
/ y \ ^ > ^ ^ ^ 
//X 
/X^ 
0.0 0J2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
Figure 3.2: Z,k(^ k, //k), Stopping number contribution of K-electrons as a 
function of the energy r]^ of the incident particle for three 
values of the screening parameter 9^^. 
3.2.6.2 Expression for the L-shell Contribution: 
The expression for the contribution of L-shell electrons ' " ' to the 
stopping number L{fi) has the form, 
with c,{e,ji,) = UL(^L) //,"' + 
..Eq"(3,15i) 
.Eq"(3.15ii) 
Here ($•/ and q, have the same meanings for the I-shell as in the case of 
A'-shell. S,[0,) and T,{e,) are constants. Different values of 0, and n, 
are displayed in the table 3.3. 
Table 3.3 
The stopping number contribution of L-shell electrons; Li^{d^,T}^) 
'h 
1.00 
1.10 
1.25 
1.50 
1.75 
2.00 
2.50 
3.50 
6?, =0.35 
26.52 
27.70 
29.32 
31.48 
32.89 
34.09 
36.88 
40.34 
^,=0.45 
22.48 
23.48 
24.86 
26.68 
27.79 
28.74 
31.09 
33.87 
e, =0.55 
19.80 
20.70 
21.95 
23.56 
24.51 
25.31 
27.40 
29.81 
^i=0.65 
17.89 
18.71 
19.87 
21.36 
22.20 
22.90 
24.84 
27.01 
So, the stopping number for the L-shell electrons for different values of 
6^ and 77^  shown in the table 3.3 is, 
For ^^ = 0.35 
L,(0.35,7/J = 10.0371 ln/7, + 28.1449-1.5032;/,"' ..Eq"(3.16i) 
For ^,= 0.45 
L,{0A5,7],) = 7.9116 In;/, + 24.4501 - 1.8756/7, -1 
.Eq"(3.16ii) 
For 6?, = 0.55 
i,(0.55,;/J = 6.7451 in;/, + 21.9061 - 1.9890 77," 
.Eq"(3.16iii) 
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For 0, =0.65 
L, (0.65,n,) = 6.0345 In /;, + 20.0154 - 2.0040 q,"' ... Eq"(3.16iv) 
Therefore, the Z,-shell contribution C,{e,,rj,) is given by the negative of the 
lasttermsof Eq"(3.16). 
CD 
25.0 • 
20 0 • 
160 • 
10.0 • 
50 -
00 
0^ =0.35 -^^y^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ 
e,=o.45 ^y^ ^^.^-^^^^^^^---''''^ 
^sT^.^'^ -/Cy^^-^'^^^^^^^^^ ^ 
01=0.65 7^C<^C^^^ 
/ / / ^ ^ 
/ / f 
00 05 10 
111 
15 20 
Figure 3.3: I , [O,,//,), Stopping number contribution of L-eiectrons as a 
function of the energy ri, of the Incident particle for four 
values of the screening parameter 9,. 
3.2.6.3 Expression for the M - shell Contribution: 
The expression for the contribution of A/-shell electrons '^^ ^ to the 
stopping number L(/3) has the form, 
^w(^u-'7u) = S„{0uhnu +7'w(^J - C,,{0„)/n„ ...Eq"(3.17i) 
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with CuMhh, = uj0ji,r' + .Eq"(3.17ii) 
Here again 0^, and rj^, have the same meanings for M-shell as in the case 
of ^-shell. S^X^M) ^^'^ '^.\I{^M) sre constants. Different values of 9^^ and 
!]^i are displayed in the table 3.4. 
Table 3.4 
The stopping number contribution of M - electrons; AV/(^A^'7W) 
'h, 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
0.70 
0.80 
0.90. 
1.00 
1.10 
1.25 
1.50 
1.75 
2.00 
2.50 
3.50 
5.00 
10.00 
5,, =0.55 
20.85 
36.13 
45.53 
52.02 
56.87 
60.94 
63.93 
66.67 
69.01 
71.10 
72.97 
75.44 
78.91 
81.81 
84.30 
88.36 
94.45 
100.91 
113.38 
0„ =0.45 
26.44 
44.97 
56.52 
64.61 
70.74 
75.87 
79.78 
83.32 
86.37 
89.10 
91.55 
94.80 
99.39 
103.25 
106.57 
112.03 
120.24 
128.95 
145.83 
^,,=0.35 
36.70 
62.43 
79.08 
91.12 
100.48 
. 108.13 
114.60 
120.22 
125.12 
129.53 
133.52 
138.84 
146.42 
152.84 
158.39 
167.60 
181.54 
196.37 
225.07 
So, the stopping number for M-shell electrons for different values of 
(9^ , and z/^ , shown in the table 3.4 is, 
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For e^i = 0.35 
I,,(0.35,/7^J = 41.37 In r],, + 129.8 — 0.247,/"' ...Eq"(3.18i) 
For ^^,= 0.45 
Z-,,(0.45,77 ,^)= 24.29 In rj,, + 89.92 —0.39/7,/"' ...Eq"(3.18ii) 
For e,, =0.55 
L /^(0.55,/7 /^) = 17.88 In;/,, + 72.28 —0.75/7,,"' ... Eq"(3.18iii) 
Therefore, the A'/-shell contribution C,/(^„,/7„) is given by the negative of 
the last terms of Eq" (3.18). 
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120 
Figure 3.4: L^, {d,„,^.<.t)> Stopping number contribution of M • electrons 
as a function of the energy rj^, of the incident particle for 
three values of the screening parameter6?^,. 
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Table 3.5 
Protons into Aluminum: Percent Contribution towards 
Stopping Number L 
Proton 
Energy 
(MeV) 
1 
5 
10 
50 
100 
1,000 
10,000 
Lo 
95.95 
98.84 
99.25 
99.70 
99.79 
99.93 
99.98 
m 
309.5 
227.7 
208.2 
180.5 
173.2 
157.8 
149.9 
Shell + 
ln<l> 
-207.0 
-126.1 
-107.3 
-80,48 
-73.15 
-56.85 
-43.39 
5f2 
Density 
Corr. 
- 0.0004 
-0.0007 
-0.0016 
-0.0133 
-0.0388 
-0.9614 
-6.4950 
Barkas 
Corr 
5.2390 
1.3080 
0.8124 
0.3116 
0.2141 
0.0661 
0.0201 
L2 
Block 
Corr. 
-1.1870 
-0,1479 
-0.0632 
-0.0101 
- 0.0049 
-0.0010 
-0.0000 
c 
o 
U 10 
A l u m i n u m '^ ln<l>(n.gallv,) 
i_4 Sh«ll (ntgallva) 
o-o L | - Barka« 
Particle Energy ( UeN/omu ) 
Figure 3.5: Contribution of Various Stopping Corrections for Al(13). 
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Table 3.6 
Protons into Gold: Percent Contribution towards Stopping Number L 
Proton 
Energy 
(MeV) 
1 
5 
10 
50 
100 
1,000 
10,000 
Lo 
94.10 
98.10 
98.87 
99.60 
99.73 
99.92 
99.98 
m 
699.0 
388.0 
324.4 
243.1 
224.5 
190.6 
170.8 
Shell + 
ln<l> 
-606.7 
-278.9 
-217.0 
-140.7 
-123.1 
-89.12 
-64.15 
5/2 
Density 
Corn 
-0.0000 
- 0.0033 
-0.0052 
- 0.0204 
- 0.0465 
-1.1450 
-6.3930 
Barkas 
Corn 
8.5550 
2.0870 
1.2290 
0.4177 
0.2771 
0.0798 
0.0228 
L2 
Bloch 
Corn 
-2.6830 
- 0.2523 
-0.0991 
-0.0136 
- 0.0064 
-0.0011 
-0.0006 
c 
"3 100 
Gold ,_, ln<l>(negatIvo) 
«^ Shtll (n«gatlvci) 
a-tt l-|- Borkas 
o_o L j - Bloch (nogallvsj 
0.1 ' ' 1—"-J-" 1 1—L_u 1 r s ^ , 
10' 10^ lo-' 10* 
Particle Energy ( MeV/amu ) 
Figure 3.6: Contribution of Various Stopping Corrections for Au(79). 
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CHAPTER IV 
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OF PRESENT 
THEORETICAL APPROACH 
CHAPTER - IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF PRESENT THEORETICAL 
APPROACH 
In the present chapter the electronic stopping power values for 
projectiles ^^C, ^^0, ^^ F and ^^Cl for energy range -0.02 to 3.0 MeVju in 
stopping materials ranging 6<Z.,<19 have been studied extensively and 
described by the effective charge parameterization. These stopping elements 
are chosen because they represent a wide range on the scale of atomic 
numbers and also possess the necessary chemical stability. On the other 
hand, the experimental data for these projectile and target combinations are 
also available. For ^^ C projectile {-dE/pdx\, has b'een shown from figures 
4.1 to 4.3, for ^^0 projectile from figures 4.4 to 4.6, for ^^ F in figures 4.7 and 
4.8 and finally for ^^Cl projectile in figures 4.9 and 4.10. In each figure, on the 
abscissa the energies of the incident particle have been tal<en in units 
[MeVlii], while their corresponding electronic stopping values in units 
{h'leV:u)l{inglcm-) are shown on the ordinate. 
4.1 Method of Analysis: 
In our calculation, the Bethe-Bloch quantum mechanical energy loss 
expression Is used to calculate the electronic stopping of swift charged 
particles with different correction terms. Contribution of each individual 
atomic shell, K-shell ^^\ Z-shell '^ ,^ and A'i-shell '^ ' has been taken Into 
account. The expressions used here for the shell corrections, are all follow 
the asymptotic forms and given by the Eq"(3.12) for K-shell, Eq"(3.15) for L-
shell and by Eq"(3.17) for M-sheW. To include the density effect ^^•^'^•'^\ the 
dielectric response of the target material in addition to the normal parameters 
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about the particle and target have been taken . The calculation of < / > is 
done by 
< / > « KZ, eV 
where, iv, is an empirical constant, whose value is about ^^A eV , when the 
shell correction term is considered. To evaluate the Barkas correction the 
empirical expression given by Eq"(3.6) is used. To consider the Bloch 
correction, a simple parameterization is used to fit the wide range of high 
velocity stopping data given by the Eq"(3.8). However, this Bolch correction 
term is quite small. 
Finally, we employed a Z, (atomic number of the incident particle) 
dependent effective charge parameterization given by expression (3.10) in 
the shell correction term shown by the Eq"(3.12) for K-shell, Eq"(3.15) for L-
shell and by Eq"(3.17) for M-shell. Therefore, in t-he present approach, we 
include the effective charge of the incident particle in terms of its energy loss 
in the original Bethe-Bloch equation. So, the final expression used to 
calculate the electronic stopping of any swift charged particle in present 
theory is as fallows, 
clE 
Pdx)^ 
Am-^-m^c- 2 2-
P'- [ [\-p'-) ^ - Z, 2 
+ <^  
0.00]£x 1.5 
rO.4 
45000 
Z,£' ' 
0.00!£ + M.5^ ' 45000 
\E''){Z,E''}\ 
^Z.a^' 
KP J 
1.202 • ^Z.a^' 
P 
1.042-0.855 'Z.a^-
P 
+ 0.343 Z,a 
^___ ...Eq"(4.1) 
•< y 
55 -^,-.( Ace. Mv )^V 
l<:''<,y 
Where, 
£ = Energy [keV/u] 
p'- = 1 = l-l/{l + £(A:eF)/931494M,(w)}' 
a = — (constant) 
137 
4.2 Results and Discussion: 
We compare the values of theoretically calculated electronic stopping 
power with the experimentally obtained data and srim 2000. In figures from 
4.1 to 4.10, these comparisons have been shown. It is clear from these 
figures that there is a very small difference between these present theoretical 
solid curves and experimental scatter plots. On the other hand, we can say 
that the values obtained by present theoretical approach are very close to the 
experimental values. This good agreement is because in the present 
calculation, we include the effective charge parameterization, asymptotic 
forms of different shell corrections, Bethe and Bloch empirical expressions to 
calculate the stopping values for different projectile and target combinations 
as mentioned above. 
The difference of the stopping values between experimental and srim 
code is of the order of -10% for ''^ C projectile in energy range 
0.48 <£(A/ef^)< 6.95, for ^^0 it is -18% in energy range 
0.48 < E{MeV)<8.64 (except in the case of Z, = ^^Nb), ~ 21% for ^^ F in range 
0.3S<E{MeV)<5A3 and ~ 10% for ^^Cl projectile in energy region 
11.9 < E{MeV)< 94.85 in low and intermediate Z^ values. For high Z2, it is of 
the order of ~ 9.8% in energy range 11.9 < E{MeV) <94.S5. 
But the difference between the experimental stopping power and the 
values obtained by the present theoretical approach after Including the 
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effective charge into tiie shell correction term, Bethe and Bloch empirical 
expressions is improved by about -7.66% for ^^C, -12.89% for ^^0 (except in 
the case of Z,= ^^Nb), for ^^ F -14.64% and for ^^Cl, it is -9.15% in low and 
intermediate Z, values, while in the case of ^^CI-' '^' 'AU, it is reduced by 
about -7.18% for the same energy regions as above. At low energies and for 
medium and high Z, materials the difference between experimental and 
present theoretical values is larger than the difference at comparatively 
higher energies and low Z-, materials. 
4.3 Conclusions: 
1. Present approach shows that the deviations of theory from the 
experimental data are quite small for ^^C-^^AI, ^2C-^°^Ag, ^ ^0-^^C, 
^^O-^^Ti, ^^0-^^Cu, ^^0-"Nb, ^60-^°«Ag. ^ ^F-^^^ g^d ^ ^CI-^^^Ag. 
While for^^C-^^Ti, ^^c-^^Nb, ^^F-^^AI, ^^CI-^^Ni, and ^^ Cl-^ =^Ge 
agreement between theory and experiment is excellent. 
2. The difference in experimental values and the values obtained by 
present theoretical approach may be due to the reason that in the 
present calculation of electronic stopping power, we use the 
hydrogenic wave functions to represent the initial and final states 
of the ejected electrons. 
3. One more important conclusion arose here is that our 
calculation of electronic stopping agrees well when one takes 
correction terms into account rather than other scaling procedures. 
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CURVES SHOWING THE 
VARIATION OF ELECTRONIC 
STOPPING POWER VALUES 
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of experimental electronic stopping 
power values with results of our calculations and 
srim code for ^^ C projectile in (a)^ ^C and (b) ^' 'AI. 
Ref (1): Z. Tao, Lu Xiting and Zliao Qiang, Nucl. Inst, and 
Methods, B 135, 169(1998). 
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